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1. It is a well known fact that in Heyting's ari th met ic the equality
relation is decidable in the sense that VxVy (x =y V x-/= y ) is provable.
One easily proves this fact using mathematical induction. One might
wonder in which subsystems of arithmetic the decidability is provable.
Among the subsystems the system of Robinson is conspicuous as it is
strong enough to prove G6del 's incompleteness-theorem. On the other
hand the system is weak enough to admit a finitistic consistency proof
(cf. 1M [2], § 79).
We will show that t he intuitionistic system of Robinson is not strong
enough to prove the decidability of the equality relation. This result will
be st rengt hened to sh ow that it is consistent to add [[[x -, Vy (x = y V x -/= y)
to the system.
We will consider in this paper the following systems :
A with the following a xioms :
x' = y ' ---i> x= y
x=y ---i> (x= z ---i> y = z)
x+O=x
x·o=o
x=y ---i> x+z=y +z
x=y ---i> Xz=yz
(14-21, *104-*107 from 1M)
x ' -/= 0
x = y ---i> x'= y'
x +y' = (x +y)'
x·y'= x ·Y +x
x =y ---i> z +x =z+y
x=y ---i> zx=zy .
RHA has in addition to the axioms of A *137 from 1M:
x= OV [[[y(y'=x)
RHA W has in addition to the axioms of A
x -/= 0 ---i> [[[y(y' = x)
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RHA# is obtained from RHA by adding axioms concerning the apartness
relation (see 6.)
HA is Heyting's arithmetic with axioms 13-21 from 1M (including the
induction schema).
RHAst is obtained from RHA by adding the axiom ---, ---, x=y --?- x=y
(stable identity).
The results in this paper are obtamed by constructing suitable Kripke
models.
2. Kripke models are defined in various ways in the literature (cf. [1],
[3], [4]); for completeness sake we will repeat the definition here.
The models are defined for a first-order language with individual varia-
bles, individual constants and predicate symbols. Thus where we need
function symbols we will use the corresponding predicate symbols. For
convenience however we will write a+b=c instead of Sum (a, b, c), etc.
A Kripke model is a quadruple d = (A, l>, D, I), where A is a non-
empty set, partially ordered by [>, D is a mapping from A to a collection
of non-empty sets (D is the domain function), I is a mapping which
assigns to
each constant c an element of U D(ex),
lXEA
each pair (R, ex) (where R is a predicate symbol and ex E A) a relation
over D(ex) 1) (I is the interpretation mapping), such that the following
conditions are satisfied:
(1)
(2)
if ex [> fJ, then D(ex) C D(fJ)
if ex [> fJ, then I(R, ex) C I(R, fJ)
For a convenient definition of satisfaction we first introduce for every
element p E U D(ex) a name p, and proceed to consider the extended
lXEA
language. The definition of satisfaction is given by induction:
(3) ex 1= R(pl, ... , Pk) ~ (PI, ... , Pk) E I(R, ex)
(4) ex 1= F /\ G ~ ex 1= F and ex 1= G
(5) ex 1= F V G ~ ex 1= F or ex 1= G
(6) ex 1= F -+ G ~ for all fJ such that ex I> fJ
fJ Ii= F or fJ 1= G
(7) ex 1= ---, F ~ for all fJ such that ex l> fJ
fJ 1# F
(8)
(9)
ex 1= VxF(x)
ex 1= [ffxF(x)
~ for all fJ such that ex l> fJ
and all P E D(fJ) fJ 1= F(p)
~ there exists P E D(ex)
such that ex 1= F(p)
1) We tacitly assume that the conventions on similarity types have been obeyed.
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Finally we define .91 1= F <=> IX 1= F for all IX E A
and 1= F <=> .911= F for all .91.
The following facts are well known (cf. [4]):
(10)
(11)
If IX [> f3 and IX 1= F, then fJ i= F
(strong completeness) T r- F <=> r i= F ,
where I- stands for in tuit ionistic derivability and r is a finite set of
formulae. r 1= F is an a bbreviat ion for: " for every .91 a nd every IX E A
if IX 1= G for each G E r, t he n IX 1= F ".
Note that the metamathematics is no t intuitionistic.
3. We will demonstrate the method of proof in a simple case, we will
show A 1# VxVy(x =y V x# y ).
The intuitive id ea behind the proofs in this paper was to use (compli-
cated) non-standard extensions of the reals and to cut these down t o
m odels for the subsystems of HA.
The non-standard methods were eventually eliminate d and replaced
by a more transparen t method using polynomials. In t his easy example
it is however no complication to give t he orig inal proof.
Let mbe a non-sta ndard extens ion of 'B. (the real numberfield) , and
consider the union No of the monads of t he standard natural numbers.
Define a st r ucture 9~0 with domain N o and operations addition, multi-
plicati on and successoroperation, which are the restrictions of the corre-
spo nding operati ons on at . Because mis a non- standard exte nsion of 'fl ,
t he axioms of A hold in 9(0.
Now we define a Kripke model with S = {IX , fJ} a nd
[> = {(IX, fJ ), ( IX , IX ) , ( fJ , fJ )} ·
D(IX) = D(fJ) = N o.
Addition, multiplicati on and successor operati on are those of \)eo.
I( =, IX) = {( p , p)lp E No},
I( = , fJ) = {(p,q)lp-qEmonad of o}.
In usual language we can de scribe the Kripke model as consisting of
two classical structures with identical domains and operations, in one
of t hese identity is the 'real ' identity, on the other one elements which
have the same standard part (i.e. have an infinitesim al differ ence) are
id entified.
The st ruct ure belonging to fJ is essen ti ally t he standard model of
arithmetic. It is eas ily seen t hat t he conditions for being a Kripke model
are met.
We claim that V xVy(x =y V x# y ) does not hold in the above model.
I t is sufficient to check that IX 1# V xVy(x =y V x# y ). Pick p , q E No such
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that p # q and p - q is infinitesimal, then IX 1# p= q (immediate) and also
ex: Ii= p#q, as we have fJ 1= p=q.
This proves ex: 1# p = q VP # q, hence
ex: Ii= VxVy(x=y V x#y).
4. By intuitionistic predicate logic it is immediate that RHAW is a
subsystem of RHA, so we will at once establish the independence of
VxVy(x=yV x#y) of RHA.
But first we will show that RHAw is a proper subsystem of RHA.
Let 11 the set of (standard) natural numbers and l1[XJ the set of poly-
nomials with natural numbers as coefficients. Now consider a Kripke
model with S={ex:, fJ}, ex: l> fJ, ex: l> ex: , fJ t> fJ and D(ex:)=D(fJ)=l1[X].
The operations of RHAw are interpreted in the natural way, in particular
the symbols 0 and I are interpreted by 0 and 1.
I( =, ex:)= {(p, p)lp El1 [X])
I(=,fJ)={<P, q)lp, qEl1[XJ and p(O)=q(O)}.
One easily checks that the axioms of A hold in the model. It remains
to show ex: 1= Vx(x#O-+ [lly(y+ l=x)) and ex: 1# Vx(x=OV [lly(y+ l=x)).
Let (J E S. (J 1= p# 0 holds for those polynomials with p(O)# O. And for
these there exists a q such that q+ 1= p .
On the other hand for the polynomial X in D(ex:) we have neither X = 0
nor [lly(y+l=X), hence ex: Ii= Vx(x=OV[lly(y+l=x)). This shows that
RHA is a proper extension of RHA".
C. Smorynski pointed out to us that the above model also establishes
the independence of the induction schema of the doubly negated induction
schema. The following model shows that in HAdni, that is arithmetic
with a doubly negated induction schema, not even x # 0 -+ [lly(x = y + 1)
can be derived.
S = {ex:, P}, D(ex:) =D(fJ) =D= {p El1 [XJ[p(O) # O} U {O}
I( =, ex:) = {(p, p)lp ED}
I( =, fJ) = {<p, q)lp, qED and p(O)=q(O)}.
5. Instead of showing the independence of VxVy(x=yV x#y) we will
establish the stronger result: [llx -----, Vy(x = y V x # y) is consistent with
RHAst, where RHAst is obtained from RHA by adding the stability of
the equality relation: V xVy( -----, x # Y -+ x = y).
The result is obtained by constructing a suitable Kripke model. As a
matter of fact the model we present below could be simplified for the
purpose of just showing the mentioned consistency result. The extra
complication will payoff in section 6.
Let D=Z*[Xo, Xl, X 2, ...J be the subset of Z[Xo, Xl, X 2, ...J (the
polynomial ring over the integers with countably many indeterminates)
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consisting of all polynomials having terms of maximal degree with positive
coefficients 2).
Examples: xg + 7XOXiX3X~+ 3xiX~ - X s - 27 ED,
but X~+3XOX1X2 - xix, + 8 1: D.
The structure il with the constant 0 and the natural operations is a
classical model for Robinson's arithmetic. Consider a Kripke model with
the binary tree as partially ordered set. The domain function is defined
by D(ex)=D. The interpretation of the equality relation is obtained by
suitable identifications of polynomials in the respective domains. We will
first define a substitution operator S'" for each ex.
S< >=Sio 3)
o
S"'*<O>=S",
S<1> =Si1
o
S<1> *P*<1> = S<1> *po Sil(p!+2
o
S<0.1>=Si2 0 Si3o 1
s<o> *P* <0.1> = S<O> *P 0 Sin 0 Sin+1
o 0
where n is the largest number such that X n occurs in S<O>*P*<l>.
where n is the largest number such that X n occurs in S<0>*P*<1>.
Define E",= {<p, q)lp, qED and S",p=S",q}.
Now let I( =, ex) =E",.
Claim I: The Kripke model is a model of RHA. This follows im-
mediately from the facts that in each domain the axioms of RHA are
satisfied and that the natural mapping from D]E", -+ D]Ep (for ex I> fJ)
is a homomorphism.
Claim 2: < > 1= VxVy(---, x#-y -+ x=y).
Proof: It is sufficient to show that if <p, q) 1: E", then there exists
a fJ <J ex such that for no r <J fJ(p, q) E s;
Now from the construction of the S""s it appears that for all p, q and
ex there exists a number k (depending on the maximum of the indices
2) After the paper was finished it was brought to our attention that Skolem in [6]
used the same polynomials (in one indeterminate).
3) < > is the empty sequence, * is the concatenation operation and l(X) is
the length of a string ex.
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of the determinates occuring in p and q) such that for fJ=1X *<0, ... , 0)
of length k we have S{3*<l>P=S{3*<l>q if and only if Sap=Saq. Hence
for all 'Y <I fJ we have <p, q) E E y if and only if <». q) E Ea.
Olaim 3: < > 1= (f[x ---. Vy(x=yV x¥-y).
Proof: < > 1= ---. Vy(Xo=y V Xo¥- y).
Show that for no IX IX 1= Vy(Xo=y V Xo¥- y), or that for some fJ <I IX
and some pED fJ I¥- Xo=pV Xo¥-p. Choose fJ=lX.
By the construction of the Sa'S there is an n such that S{3Xn¥-XO and
S{3*<l>Xn=XO•
So
Hence
To establish the consistency of RHA and (f[x ---. Vy(x = y V x¥- y) a
simple submodel of the above Kripke model would have been sufficient.
For example the model belonging to the tree with only sequences of ones.
6. Our preference for a stable equality relation is not a mere whim,
in a number of instances we know undecidable equality relations, that
are stable. For example the equality relation on the reals is stable (cf. [5],
p. 17 Theorem 1).
There is an important class of structures that posess a stable equality
relation, to wit the structures with apartness-relation. An apartness-relation
is a binary relation, denoted by #, subject to the following conditions:
(i) VxVy(---. x # y +7-x=y)
(ii) VxVy(x # y ~ Vz(x # z V y # z)).
From (i) and (ii) one easily concludes:
(iii) x # y +7- Y # x
(iv) x # y ~ x¥-y
(v) ---. ---. x = Y +7- X = y.
So the equality relation is always stable in the presence of an apartness-
relation. A structure satisfying (i), (ii) and certain compatibility conditions
concerning the operations and the apartness-relation is called a structure
with apartness-relation (e.g. a field with apartness-relation, see [5], p. 49).
The structures with apartness-relation are, from a mathematical point
of view, to be prefered above ordinary ones, because they are provided
with a positive analogue of the inequality relation.
From (v) it appears that the addition of (i) and (ii) to a theory does
not in general produce a conservative extension.
In HA the equality relation is decidable and hence the inequality is
in a natural wayan apartness-relation. In RHA it would not do to define
apartness as inequality.
30 Indagationes
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The Kripke model we constructed In section 5 has the remarkable
property that no apar t ness-rela t ion can be defin ed on it . Suppose on t he
cont rary that one could define such a relation , then from -, x # y B- x = y
and < > 17" Xo= Xl one con cludes that t here must be an <X such that
<X 1= Xo # Xl.
As fJ 1= Xo= X\ holds for all fJ of the form 0 ) * y, we only have to
look for fJ's of t he form <0) * y . It clearly suffices t o con sider only fJ's
of the form y * <1, 1) . Let n be the largest number such that X n occurs
in SfJ , then fJ * <1) 1= Xl = X n+ 2 a nd fJ * <0, 1) 1= Xo=X n+2.
Now if fJ 1= Xo # Xl, t hen also fJ 1= Xo # Xn+2 V Xl # Xn+2 and a
fortiori fJ 1= Xo7"Xn+2 or fJ 1= Xl 7"X n+2 , t his cont rad icts t he equaliti es
established a bove .
Conclusion : it is impossible to define an apartness-relation in the
model.
The considerations show that the apartness-relation is not definabl e
in RHAst •
H owever in such a basic t heory as RHA it would be a disgrace not
to have any models with apartness-rela t ion , so we will construct a Kripke
model for RHA# and [i[x -, V y(x =y V X7" y) , where RHA# is obt ained
from RHA by adding (i), (ii) a nd the following axioms :
x # y_ x +Z # Y+ Z
z # °1\ x # y _ xz # yz
x # y_z+x# Z+ Y
z # 0 1\ x # y _ zx # zy.
Let Z*[Xo, ... , X k ] be defined as the set of all polynomials in Z[Xo, ... , X k ]
with all coefficients of maximal degree positive. The Kripke model we
are going to construct has the binary tree as its parti ally orde red set B.
As before a subst it ut ion opera t or Sa is defined for each <X E B:
S< >= Si o
o
a . The domain function D is defined by
D(<x) = Z*[Xo, . .. , Xl(a)+l]
E a= {<p, q) lp , qED(<x) an d Sap =Sa q}
I( = , IX) =Ea
Va= {<p, q) !p, q E D (IX) and s., <l >p 7"Sa* < l >q}
I( #, <x) = Va.
Obs erve that: (i) if fJ <l <x, then Sap = Saq implies S(Jp=S(Jq. H ence
fJ <l IX ~ E; C E (J, and (ii) if p E D(IX) and fJ <l IX *<i ) (i = 0, 1) then
S(Jp=Sa* <l>p.
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Now if <p , q) E V"' then by definition S"* <I >P=l=S"*<I>q, hence
Spp=l=Spq for all {3 <] lX *0 ).
Also S"* <I>P =l=S"*<I>q =?-S"P =l= S"q, so S,,* <o>P =l= S,,*<o>q. Therefore
SpP=l=Spq for all {3 <] lX *<O) . H ence <p , q) E Vp for all {3 <] lX, i.e.
{3 <] lX =?- Vpk Vp. These facts show that the st ipulat ions above define
a Kripke model.
b. < > 1= VxVy(-, x # y +7x = y ). We show lX 1= -, p # ij -+ p= ij
for p, q E D( lX) (the validity of the converse implication is trivial) , i.e.
{3 <] lX and {3 1= ., p # ij =?- {3 f= p= ij .
It is sufficient to consider lX 1= ., p # ij.
lX I=.,p # q =?- <p, q) 1= V,,*<o>, or S"* <O.I >P=S"* <O.I >q.
By (ii) we conclude S,,*<o>p = S"* <o>q and therefore S"p=S"q. H ence
lX 1= p=ij.
c. < > 1= VxVy(x # s :> Vz(x # zVy #z)). Let lX 1= p #ij(p, qED( lX)) '
we have t o show that for all {3 <] lX and for all rED({3) {3 1= p # f V ij # f.
Suppose on the contrary that there exist {3 <] lX and r E D({3) such
that {3 1=1= p # r and {3 1=1= ij # f, t hen
So SP*<I>P =SP*<I>q.
Because S"* <I >P=l=S"*<I>q {3 must be a successor of lX *(0). In that
case S"p = S"q holds and therefore also S"* <I >P = S" * <I >q.
This contradicts lX 1= p # q, therefore we have {3 1= p # f V ij # f for
all {3 <] lX and r E D({3).
d. The compat ibilit y of the apartness-relat ion with the operati ons
can be shown st raightforwardly.
e. < > 1= {f[x., Vy(x=y V x =l=y). We choose Xo.
< > 1= ., Vy(Xo=YV s, =1= y ) ~
for all lX lX 1=1= Vy(Xo=y V Xo =l=Y) ~
for all lX t here exist s a successor y such that y 1=1= X o= p V X o=1= jj for
a certain p E D( y). Let y=lX and choose for p the polynomial X Z(y)+1
<Xo, XI(Yl+!) 1= Ey, so y 1=1= X o= X Z(y)+!
<Xo, XZ(y)+!) E Ey* < 1>, so Y* 0 ) 1= X o=XZ(Yl+l .
Hence y 1=1= X o=1= X Z(Yl+l. Therefore
r 1=1= X o=XZ(Y)+1 V XO=l=XZ(Yl+!.
We now have shown that the K ripke model sa tis fies RHA # and
{f[x., Vy(x=y V x =l=Y).
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Notice that the Kripke model has the peculiarity that the apartness-
relation concides with the inequality relation, this means that the inequality
relation has rather unexpected properties.
Remark: In order to handle the interpretation of the equality relation
in a more satisfactory way one could make the following inessential
modification of the definition of Kripke model: instead of requiring
D(IX) C D(fJ) for IX I> fJ require that D(IX) is homomorphically embedded
in D(fJ) for IX I> fJ.
Rijks'universiteit, Utrecht
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